
JELLY 

ALL ERAS OF PLAY 

The gelatinous lifeforms known as" Jellies" by solid beings are amorphous beings with limited shape 

changing abilities. A Jelly can alter its density to become a puddle while in a relaxed state or become a 

non-Newtonian fluid able to hold or make firm contact with physical objects. Jellies reproduce via mitosis, 

splitting off a smaller Jelly with its own personality. On occasion, the newly created Jelly can also split 

creating twin Jellies. While biologically asexual by nature, some Jellies identify as masculine or feminine. 

Jellies lack any internal organs and identifiable anatomy, but can form a mouthlike orifice to expel sound in 

order to communicate.

EXAMPLE VALUE: Move Around Obstacles Not Away 

• ATTRIBUTES: +1 Control, +1 Daring, +1 Fitness 

• TRAIT: Jelly. Comprised entirely of a single gelatinous substance, Jellies are immune to most physical 

injury and can pass through openings as small as a centimeter in diameter. Small pieces of a Jelly can be 

removed from their body without harm and then re-absorbed. Jellies continue to receive sensory input from 

separated pieces of themselves. Because their bodies are liquid, Jellies are susceptible to cold and hindered 

by subzero temperatures.

• TALENTS: The character receives access to the following talents. A Jelly character must select the 

Gelatinous Anatomy talent during character creation, to reflect their non-solid biology: 

GELATINOUS ANATOMY 
REQUIREMENT: Jelly, or Gamemaster's Permission 

Your non-solid body is difficult to injure with knives and guns. You have Resistance 5 against damage from 

physical sources, such as blades, clubs, and projectile weaponry. Additionally, while you can flatten yourself 

to gain the benefits of falling prone, you cannot be knocked prone. However, you lack limbs and cannot easily 

perform many Tasks, like operating a console or holding a tool or weapon. Forming a pseudopod that can 

manipulate items is a Minor Action. You can form a total number of pseudopods 

at one time equal to half your Fitness (rounded down).
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